
 

April 1, 2021  VIA EMAIL 

 

 

AMP Secretariat 

30 Victoria Street 

Gatineau, QC K1A 0M6 

SecretariatSAP-AMPSecretariat@cef-cce.ca 

 
Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 

 

Re: Written Submissions / Evidence 

 

 Request for Review / NOV #A-190752-1 / #A-190752-2 (the “Notices”) 

 

 Applicant: Rebel News Network Ltd. (“Rebel News”) 

 

We are the lawyers for Rebel News in respect of the above-noted matter. Please find below and enclosed 

Rebel News’ written submissions and evidence further to its Requests for Review in respect of the Notices 

pursuant to s. 521.14 of the Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c. 9 (the “Act”). Please confirm receipt of 

this correspondence and direct all future correspondence to the undersigned. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Lead investigators for the Commissioner of Canada Elections (the “CCE”), Louis Panneton and Avril Ford 

Aubry, submitted a Recommendation to Initiate an Investigation against “Rebel Media” dated December 

5, 2019, as follows (the “2019 Recommendation”): 

 

File Name/Caption: Rebel Media 

Lead Investigator: Louise Panneton and Avril Ford Aubry 

Counsel: Philippe Madgin 

Purpose of memo: The following is a recommendation to initiate an 

administrative investigation. 
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Nature of 

Complaint/Referral: 

During the election period, Rebel News Network Ltd. 

engaged in election advertising under section 2(1) of the 

Canada Elections Act (the Act) in its production and 

distribution of "Libranos" lawn signs. Documents show 

that these lawn signs do not contain the proper tagline in 

accordance with the requirements under section 352 of the 

Act. 

As well, the evidence gathered to date indicates that the 

election advertising expenses incurred in regard to these 

lawn signs and their election advertising messages are at 

least, if not over, the $500.00 threshold that triggers the 

obligation under section 353 of the Act for a third party to 

register as such with Elections Canada. 

 
A preliminary review of the documents and information 

gathered through open source and public documents 

give the investigators reasonable grounds to suspect that 

offences under the Act have been committed. 

Potential Offences: S. 352 — Tag Line requirement —Election Advertising 

S. 353 (1) (b) — Registration requirement for Third Parties 

Suspects: Rebel News Network Ltd. 

Counsel's comments: Counsel has reviewed the documents and supports the 

recommendation. 

 

The 2019 Recommendation indicates that it was signed that same day — December 5, 2019 — by: 

 

1. Ms. Panneton, Investigator; 

2. Ms. Aubry, Investigator; 

3. Mr. Madgin, Senior Legal Counsel; 

4. Ms. Mylene Gigou, Director of Investigations; and 

5. Mr. Yves Cote, the Commissioner. 

 

By letter dated December 9, 2019, Ms. Gigou informed Rebel News’ principal, Ezra Levant (“Mr. 

Levant”), that the CCE had initiated an administrative investigation into allegations that Rebel News had 

contravened sections 352-353 of the Act in promoting Mr. Levant’s book, The Libranos (the “Book”), by: 

 

1. failing to include the required information on third party election advertising; and 

2. having incurred over $500 on election advertising expenses, failing to register as a third party in 

the 43rd General Election. 
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Ms. Gigou advised that “it is alleged that Rebel News engaged in election advertising in its production and 

distribution of “Libranos” signs during the election period.” Ms. Gigou’s letter specifically referenced 

exceptions to the definition of “election advertising” under the Act, including “the promotion of the sale of 

a book […], if the book was planned to be made available to the public regardless of whether there was to 

be an election.” [emphasis as per Ms. Gigou’s letter —indicating the potential applicability of this exception 

to the promotion of the Book] 

 

The Act defines “election advertising” and provides a list of exempted activities, including: 

 
“For greater certainty, it does not include 
 
[…] 
 
the distribution of a book, or the promotion of the sale of a book, for no less than its commercial 
value, if the book was planned to be made available to the public regardless of whether 
there was to be an election;” 

 

[emphasis added] 

 

(the “Book/Promotion Exemption”) 

 

THE INVESTIGATION AND THE NOTICES 

 

On January 23, 2020, Mr. Levant, as a representative of Rebel News, submitted to an hour-long interview 

with CCE investigators —RCMP veterans — without first being provided a Charter caution as required 

under the Commissioner’s Compliance and Enforcement Policy of the Commissioner of Canada Elections. 

 

Ms. Panneton submitted a Compliance or Enforcement Recommendation Report dated March 30, 2020 (the 

“March 2020 Report”) to the CCE recommending that the matter be “referred to the Compliance Unit for 

an assessment of the appropriate compliant measure.” The March 2020 Report details the CCE’s 

investigation of the Book and the promotion thereof (focusing on lawn signs). 

 

The CCE’s Compliance Unit submitted a Compliance Unit Recommendation Report on Compliance and 

Enforcement Measure dated January 11, 2021 to Marc Chénier, Deputy Commissioner and Chief Legal 

Counsel for consideration and approval (the “January 11 Report”). In finding that Rebel News violated 

the Act, the CCE’s Compliance Unit ruled out the Book/Promotion Exemption, as follows: 

 
“The illustration of communications that are not election advertising at ss. 2(1) that deals with the 
promotion and distribution of a book (“the book promotion exclusion”) does not apply in this case. 
For that exclusion to apply, the book must have been “planned to be made available to the public 
regardless of whether there was to be an election”. Here, it seems clear that the entire project 
was planned and executed in order to coincide with the 43rd general election, as indicated 
by Mr. Levant during his interview. 
 
In addition to Mr. Levant’s admission, the following factors are relevant in determining that the book 
was planned to be made available at that time because there was to be a general election: 

 

• Federal general elections following a majority Parliament usually have a fixed date, and voting 
day for the 43rd federal elections was October 21, 2019. 
 

• Rebel News was distributing lawn signs at the same time the book was launched. This book 
appears to have been initially launched on or around September 9, 2019, and book launch 
events continued during the election period.  
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• There is little doubt that the lawn signs were intended to – and did – oppose a registered party. 
That they may also have been intended to promote the referenced book during the election 
period does not change that fact. The Act considers an advertising message to be election 
advertising if it can be seen to have the effect of promoting or opposing a registered party or a 
candidate during an election period.  

 

• Moreover, the investigator’s report details Tweets sent by Rebel News promoting distribution 
of the signs using the hashtag #elxn43.  

 

• Also, the signs constituted one of the elements of Rebel News’ 2019 federal election plan, in a 
video it posted on YouTube. For the reasons outlined above, the book promotion exclusion is 
not applicable here.  

 

• Although certainly not determinative, it is also noteworthy that Rebel News has used lawn sign 
advertising in the past to promote a book attacking a provincial premier and her registered 
party, and in that case also, the book launch was made to coincide with the beginning of a 
general election in that province.  

 

• Finally, lawn signs are not a usual method of promoting a book. They are, however, a staple of 
election campaigns. The Rebel News signs, which appeared during or near the election 
campaign only, resembled the type of election signs that have long been used by various 
campaigns to advertise their election messages.  

 
[Emphasis added] 

 

The January 2021 Report went on to recommend the imposition of an AMP for violations of s. 352 and ss. 

353(1) in the collective amount of $3,000 as the proposed compliance and enforcement measures. It ruled 

out a caution letter as “not be[ing] adequate in the circumstances.” 

 

By letters dated January 12, 2021 — the next day — Sylvie El Hamarneh, Manager of the Compliance 

Unit, served Rebel News with the Notices. 

 

By letter dated February 4, 2021, Rebel News submitted Requests for Review in respect of the Notices 

pursuant to s. 521.14 of the Act. 
 

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS AND EVIDENCE 

 

Rebel News requests review of the Notices and provides the following written submissions and evidence 

in this regard. 

 

1. Unconstitutional Process: Stifling/Chilling Free Expression and Disregarding Legislative Intent 

 

Our client views the CCE’s process, findings, and Notices as unconstitutional and in violation of basic 

rights to free expression and freedom of the press. Further, it characterizes this entire enterprise as a debacle 

— a sorry display of administrative overreach serving against the public interest. 

 

From investigating political literature and the promotion thereof, to Orwellian, backroom interviews of 

dissident authors/publishers, to claimed voluntariness (with threat of stricter penalty in the absence of 

participation), Rebel News views this process as ill-suited to a liberal democracy that values the free 

exchange of ideas.  
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Put simply, Canada’s democratic stability is premised on robust public debate, particularly during an 

election period. Rebel News states that, far from encouraging and facilitating public discourse, this process 

serves to muzzle it, chilling free press/expression in a manner undermining our democracy. 

 

The clear legislative intent of the Book/Promotion Exemption is to remove from scrutiny a critical sphere 

of democratic discourse — political literature coinciding with an election period. In disregarding this 

legislative objective, the CCE has failed to consider the wisdom of the legislature in placing safeguards 

against this sort of troubling process. 

 

2. Selective, Unfair Targeting of Rebel News 

 

There were “over 24 [election-related] books that were published” in late summer, early fall of 2019.1 Only 

one of those books contained sharp criticism of the prime minister, his associates, and the federal Liberal 

Party. That one book — the Book — was selected for scrutiny, investigation, and ultimately, penalty by the 

CCE. The CCE claims that this selectivity is a result of public complaints received in respect of the Book. 

However, CCE may investigate matters on its own initiative under the Act, and given the anonymity of the 

complainants, Rebel News has no way of confirming the source/veracity of these complaints. 

 

In fact, the following two Trudeau-friendly books (published in the same period as the Book), and the 

extensive promotion thereof, managed to avoid CCE scrutiny: 

 

Book 

 
Promise and Peril: Justin Trudeau 

in Power — Aaron Wherry 

 
Trudeau: The Education of a 

Prime Minister — John Ivison 

Info HarperCollins Publishers  

(August 20, 2019) 

Aaron Wherry is a senior writer with 

CBC’s Parliament Hill bureau 

 

- Loving send-off to the prime 

minister by a reporter from the 

government-funded CBC 

 

- “the prime minister gave Mr. 

Wherry an exceptional amount of 

access”2 

 

Signal 

(August 6, 2019) 

John Ivison is an Ottawa-based 

political columnist for the National 

Post and Ottawa Bureau Chief 

 

Promotion/PR - September 14, 2019: WordFest3  - September 9, 2019:  Ottawa Writers 

 
1 Exhibit 8 of the CCEE Disclosure Package, p. 22 of the Transcription of an Audio Recording — Interview of Ezra 
Levant dated January 23, 2020, Public Prosecution Service of Canada, Office of the Commissioner of Canada 
Elections. 
2 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/23/world/canada/two-books-justin-trudeau.html  
3 https://wordfest.com/2019/event/wordfest-presents-aaron-wherry-promise-and-peril-justin-trudeau-in-power/  

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/23/world/canada/two-books-justin-trudeau.html
https://wordfest.com/2019/event/wordfest-presents-aaron-wherry-promise-and-peril-justin-trudeau-in-power/
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- September 9, 2019:  Ottawa Writers 

Festival4  

Festival5 

 

- September 22, 2019: Books on 

Beechwood6 

 

- Book Announcement: “Trudeau is 

sure to be the must-read political book 

of the fall, leading into the scheduled 

federal election in October.”7 

 

- Author’s column on his own book: 

August 6, 2019 — “I have a far better 

grasp of Canada’s cocksure 23rd 

prime minister at the end of the 

process than I had at the start”8 

Media Interviews - Evan Solomon Show (580 CFRA)9 

- Global News Morning, August 20, 

201910 

- TVO, The Agenda, September 9, 

201911  

- Rob Breakenridge, August 6, 

201912 

- OpenCanada.org, September 13, 

201913  

- Exponential – Newstalk 1010, 

Amanda Lang14  

Other CBC Ombudsman Report:15 CBC’s 

Director of Journalistic Standards 

“agreed that the online link providing 

information on how to purchase Mr. 

Wherry’s book was inappropriate” 

- Book excerpt printed across the 

Postmedia network16 

 
3. The Book/Promotion Exemption Applies: Rebel News Did Not Violate the Act 

 

It is our view that the Book and the promotion thereof falls squarely within the Book/Promotion Exemption, 

and aligns with its clear intention — to remove from scrutiny a critical sphere of democratic discourse — 

 
4 https://writersfestival.org/blog/on-justin-trudeau-with-aaron-wherry-and-john-ivison  
5 Ibid.  
6 https://booksonbeechwood.ca/2019/08/titlestable40-with-john-ivison/  
7 https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/news/1035/signalmcclelland-stewart-announces-new-biography-justin-
trudeau-john-ivison-sale-august-13-2019  
8 https://nationalpost.com/opinion/john-ivison-the-education-of-a-columnist  
9 https://www.iheartradio.ca/580-cfra/podcasts/ess-journalist-aaron-wherry-on-his-new-book-about-justin-
trudeau-and-his-unprecedented-access-to-the-pm-1.9913586  
10 https://globalnews.ca/video/5788235/new-book-takes-a-closer-look-at-justin-trudeau  
11  https://www.tvo.org/video/john-ivison-educating-the-prime-minister  
12 https://omny.fm/shows/afternoons-with-rob-breakenridge/john-ivison-trudeau-the-education-of-a-prime-minis  
13 https://opencanada.org/five-questions-with-author-of-trudeau-john-ivison/  
14 https://www.iheartradio.ca/newstalk-1010/audio/podcasts/exponential-author-john-ivison-1.9864375  
15 https://cbc.radio-canada.ca/en/ombudsman/reviews/By-the-Book-Buy-the-Book  
16 https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/we-walked-into-a-buzzsaw-how-the-most-image-conscious-prime-
minister-in-canadian-history-made-himself-look-foolish-in-india  

https://writersfestival.org/blog/on-justin-trudeau-with-aaron-wherry-and-john-ivison
https://booksonbeechwood.ca/2019/08/titlestable40-with-john-ivison/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/news/1035/signalmcclelland-stewart-announces-new-biography-justin-trudeau-john-ivison-sale-august-13-2019
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/news/1035/signalmcclelland-stewart-announces-new-biography-justin-trudeau-john-ivison-sale-august-13-2019
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/john-ivison-the-education-of-a-columnist
https://www.iheartradio.ca/580-cfra/podcasts/ess-journalist-aaron-wherry-on-his-new-book-about-justin-trudeau-and-his-unprecedented-access-to-the-pm-1.9913586
https://www.iheartradio.ca/580-cfra/podcasts/ess-journalist-aaron-wherry-on-his-new-book-about-justin-trudeau-and-his-unprecedented-access-to-the-pm-1.9913586
https://globalnews.ca/video/5788235/new-book-takes-a-closer-look-at-justin-trudeau
https://www.tvo.org/video/john-ivison-educating-the-prime-minister
https://omny.fm/shows/afternoons-with-rob-breakenridge/john-ivison-trudeau-the-education-of-a-prime-minis
https://opencanada.org/five-questions-with-author-of-trudeau-john-ivison/
https://www.iheartradio.ca/newstalk-1010/audio/podcasts/exponential-author-john-ivison-1.9864375
https://cbc.radio-canada.ca/en/ombudsman/reviews/By-the-Book-Buy-the-Book
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/we-walked-into-a-buzzsaw-how-the-most-image-conscious-prime-minister-in-canadian-history-made-himself-look-foolish-in-india
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/we-walked-into-a-buzzsaw-how-the-most-image-conscious-prime-minister-in-canadian-history-made-himself-look-foolish-in-india
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public debate/literature during an election period. In disregarding this legislative objective, the CCE has 

failed to consider the wisdom of the legislature in safeguards against this sort of troubling process. 

 

To reiterate, the Act sets out the Book/Promotion Exemption, as follows: 

 
“For greater certainty, it does not include 
 

[…] 
 

the distribution of a book, or the promotion of the sale of a book, for no less than its 
commercial value, if the book was planned to be made available to the public 
regardless of whether there was to be an election;” 

 

[emphasis added] 
 

That last portion — if the book was planned to be made available to the public regardless of whether there 
was to be an election” — is the heart of the Book/Promotion Exemption. The question appears to be, as 

follows: was there an intention to release the subject book whether there would be an election or not? If so, 

the Book/Promotion Exemption applies. This necessarily requires an examination of the original 

development of the subject book and the promotion/sales strategy, and not merely the publisher/author’s 

intention/strategy at the time of release. However, as detailed above, the question that the CCE appears to 

have put to itself was narrower: was Rebel News’ intention at the time of the release of the Book to release 

it during the 2019 election period? This question answers itself. 

 

Had the CCE directed itself to the appropriate question, it might have conducted basic research, and 

considered easily-accessible, publicly-available information, demonstrating that the Book was planned well 

before a fixed election date, and would be released whether there would be an election or not, including, 

inter alia: 

 

1. The original Book concept was derived from a Western Standard cover published in 2005, based 

on a television show from the 2000s; 

 

2. Rebel News registered the URL (thelibranos.com) in February 2016 — over three (3) years before 

the fixed 2019 election date;17 and 

 

3. Rebel News/Mr. Levant are leading critics of the prime minister, his associates, and the Liberal 

Party, and have released other bestselling books critical of same during non-election periods.18 

 
CONCLUSION 

 

In brief, as a result of the foregoing, Rebel News submits that the Notices should be withdrawn forthwith, 

given, the unconstitutional, troubling nature of the CCE’s process, the selective, unfair treatment of Rebel 

News, and the clear application of the Book/Promotion Exemption in the circumstances. 

 

Yours very truly,  

 
Aaron Rosenberg 

Partner 

RE-LAW LLP 

 
17 https://ca.godaddy.com/whois/results.aspx?checkAvail=1&tmskey=&domain=thelibranos.com  
18 Trumping Trudeau (2017); China Virus (2020) 

https://ca.godaddy.com/whois/results.aspx?checkAvail=1&tmskey=&domain=thelibranos.com
https://www.amazon.ca/Trumping-Trudeau-Donald-change-Canada/dp/1542526205/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=trumping+trudeau&qid=1617305393&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.ca/China-Virus-Trudeaus-Pro-Communist-Canadians/dp/1777198615

